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Abstract 
In 1936, Birkhoff ordered the family of all topologies on a set by inclusion and obtained 
a lattice with 1 and 0. The study of this lattice ought to be a basic pursuit both in 
combinatorial set theory and in general topology. 
In this paper, we study the nature of complementation in this lattice. We say that 
topologies 7 and (T are complementary if and only if 7 A c = 0 and 7 V (T = 1. For simplicity, 
we call any topology other than the discrete and the indiscrete a proper topology. 
Hartmanis showed in 1958 that any proper topology on a finite set of size at least 3 has at 
least two complements. Gaifman showed in 1961 that any proper topology on a countable 
set has at least two complements. In 1965, Steiner showed that any topology has a 
complement. The question of the number of distinct complements a topology on a set must 
possess was first raised by Berri in 1964 who asked if every proper topology on an infinite 
set must have at least two complements. In 1969, Schnare showed that any proper topology 
on a set of infinite cardinality K has at least K distinct complements and at most 2” many 
distinct complements. By exhibiting examples of topologies on a set of cardinality K which 
possess exactly K complements, exactly 2” complements and exactly 22” complements, 
Schnare showed under the generalized continuum hypothesis that there are exactly three 
values for the number of complements of a topology on an infinite set. His paper is the 
origin of the present paper. 
This paper has three main purposes. 
First, to completely answer the problem of establishing the exact number of comple- 
ments of a topology on a set of cardinality K,, by showing that at most 2n + 4 values can be 
obtained. 
Second, to show that all topologies on a set of cardinality K, except for some simple and 
easy to describe ones, have at least 2” many complements. This improves the lower bound 
given by Schnare in 1969. 
Third, to ask a specific question about the number of complements in the lattice of 
topologies on a set of singular cardinality which roughly captures the open remnant of 
Berri’s question. This paper is completely self-contained. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1936, Birkhoff published “On the combination of topologies” in Fund. Math. 
[8]. In this paper, he ordered the family of all topologies on a set by letting 7, < TV 
if and only if pi c To. He noted that the family of all topologies on a set is a lattice. 
That is to say, for any two topologies r and u on a set, there is a topology 7 A (T 
which is the greatest topology contained in both r and (T (actually r A (T = r n (~1 
and there is a topology r V (T which is the least topology which contains both r 
and (T. This lattice has a greatest element, the discrete topology, and a smallest 
element, the indiscrete topology whose open sets are just the null set and the 
whole set. In fact, the lattice of all topologies on a set is a complete lattice; that is 
to say there is a greatest topology contained in each element of a family of 
topologies and there is a least topology which contains each element of a family of 
topologies. 
The study of this lattice ought to be a basic pursuit both in combinatorial set 
theory and in general topology. 
In this paper, we shall study the nature of complementation in this lattice. We 
say that topologies r and u are complementary if and only if T A (T = 0 and 
r V v = 1. For simplicity, we call any topology other than the discrete and the 
indiscrete a proper topology (both the discrete topology and the indiscrete topol- 
ogy are uniquely complemented). As a result in finite combinatorics, Hartmanis 
[19] showed, in 1958, that the lattice of all topologies on a finite set is comple- 
mented. He also asked whether the lattice of all topologies on an infinite set is 
complemented. He showed that, in fact, there are at least two complements for 
any proper topology on a finite set of size at least 3. 
The next series of results were obtained by Berri, Gaifman and Steiner. 
Gaifman [14] brought some startling new methods to play that foreshadowed some 
of the arguments of Hajnal and Juhasz in their work on L-spaces and S-spaces 
[17,18] and showed in 1961 that the lattice of all topologies on a countable set is 
complemented. The reader should not be misled by Gaifman’s claim that Lemma 
2.12 is based on the false belief that (7 A a) 1A = (7 PA) A (a IAl. His proof is 
valid and does not need this belief. A better presentation of his results is Section 6 
of Steiner’s paper [36]. In fact, Gaifman showed that any proper topology on a 
countable set has at least two complements. Berri [7] used Gaifman’s result to 
show that any topological space which can be partitioned into countable dense sets 
has at least two complements. 
In 1965, Steiner [36] used a careful analysis of Gaifman’s argument to show that 
the lattice of all topologies on any set is complemented. A slightly modified proof 
of Steiner’s result was given by van Rooij in 1966 [41]. 
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We have reworked these proofs into a series of simple lemmas which begin with 
Lemma 2.12 of the present paper. 
The question of the number of distinct complements a topology on a set must 
possess was first raised by Berri [7] before Steiner’s theorem was obtained. He 
asked if every complemented proper topology on an infinite set must have at least 
two complements. Three papers were then written on this topic. In 1967, Dacic 
[ll] showed that indeed any proper T, topology has at least two complements. 
Independently, Schnare [29] showed that any proper topology (even not T,) on an 
infinite set has infinitely many complements and second that a proper Tl topology 
has no maximal complement (and thus infinitely many complements). 
The concept of an AT topology is defined after Definition 2.5. All the comple- 
ments defined so far have been AT topologies. In fact, the concept of an AT 
topology is more basic in the general theory of topological spaces than even 
separation axioms such as that of Hausdorff. This is natural since the AT 
topologies on a set are isomorphic to the preorders on a set. 
The last paper on this subject appeared in 1969 and was written by Schnare as 
well [30]. In this paper, Schnare showed that any proper topology on an infinite set 
of cardinality K has at least K distinct AT complements. He also pointed out that 
there are at most 2” many AT complements and at most 22K many complements 
on a set of cardinality K. By exhibiting examples of topologies on a set of 
cardinality K which possess exactly K complements, exactly 2” complements and 
exactly 22K complements, Schnare showed under the generalized continuum hy- 
pothesis that three values are possible for the number of complements of a 
topology on an infinite set and that these three values are attained. His paper is 
really the origin of the present paper. 
When I read Schnare’s article and noticed his use of the generalized continuum 
hypothesis, I had a strong sense that there was some unfinished business in the 
theory of complementation. This paper finishes some of that business. 
This paper has three main purposes. 
First, to answer the problem of establishing the exact number of complements 
of a topology on a fixed set of cardinality K,, by showing that there are exactly 
2n + 4 possible values (although, depending on the cardinal arithmetic, some of 
these may coincide). This removes the assumption of the generalized continuum 
hypothesis in Schnare’s Theorem 3.5 [301 in the countable case and shows that 
some assumption of cardinal arithmetic is needed in all other cases. 
Second, to show that all topologies on a set of cardinality K, except for some 
simple and easy to describe ones, have at least 2” many complements (in fact, 
precisely 2” many AT complements). This improves the lower bound given by 
Schnare in 1969 [30]. Nevertheless, infinitely many values can be attained both 
between K and 2” and between 2” and 22K although some values may be omitted in 
each interval. A simple method is described which permits a quick calculation of 
the number of complements of any particular topology on a set of cardinality less 
than K,. 
Third, to ask a specific question about the number of complements in the lattice 
of topologies on a set of cardinality K,. This question is intended to goad 
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mathematicians of whatever stripe into working in an area of surprising breadth 
and of at least sufficient difficulty to stymie my attempts to understand it. 
This paper is completely self-contained. 
2. Preliminaries 
The study of topological spaces which are not Hausdorff requires certain 
techniques which are not used in the category of Hausdorff spaces. These techiques 
sometimes have analogues in better-behaved spaces and sometimes they do not. In 
any case, their use is so frequent in the proofs in this paper that it is surely best to 
begin by discussing some of these operations and including a few elementary 
results which will serve to familiarize the reader with their use. 
The first operation is a natural topology on any preorder. In 1935, Alexandroff 
and Tucker independently invented a general method of constructing topologies 
on partial orderings. 
Definition 2.1 (Alexandroff, Tucker). Let X be a set and let < be a preorder on 
X (a relation is a preorder if it satisfies the reflexive and transitive (but not 
necessarily the antisymmetric) laws). The AT ( Alexandroff-Tucker) topology on X 
is that topology obtained by letting {y: y axI be open for each x EX. 
Note that the AT topology is affected by reversing the order. Thus the closure 
of each point in the AT topology on o is finite while the closure of each point in 
the AT topology on w* is cofinite. 
The AT topology gives us a description of five ubiquitous spaces: 
Proposition 2.2 (Ginsburg and Sands [16]). Consider the following topologies on an 
infinite countable set: 
l discrete: all subsets are open, 
a indiscrete: exactly two open sets, 
l cofinite: the nonempty open sets are those whose complements are finite, 
l The AT topology on w, 
l The AT topology on o*. 
Any infinite topological space has a subspace homeomorphic to one of these spaces. 
The reader is invited to attempt to prove this using Ramsey’s theorem. 
We need to talk about three particular spaces: 
Definition 2.3. The discrete space of cardinality A is denoted by D(A). The 
indiscrete space of cardinality A is denoted by Z(A). 
Definition 2.4. Let 9 be the space (IO, 11, (@, {l}, 10, 1))). 9 has the AT topology. 
We call 9 the Sierpinski space. 
The scope of the Alexandroff-Tucker method is limited by a natural definition. 
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Definition 2.5. A topological space is AT if arbitrary intersections of open sets are 
open. 
This definition is due to Alexandroff who called these spaces “discrete”. No 
particular term has become standard and we shah use the terminology “AT” in 
tribute to Alexandroff and Tucker, not only in this paper, but in the author’s 
forthcoming book on the construction of topoIogica1 spaces 1431. Lorrain [24] and 
Steiner [36] made many of the following observations. An equivalent definition is 
that a space is AT if each point has a smahest neighborhood. Any topology 7 on a 
set X induces a natural preorder U on X defined by 
XGY * (VUET)[XEU*yEU]. 
This function from topologies to preorders need not be one-to-one; in fact, 
topologies can be put into equivalence classes according to the preorders which 
they induce. The connection between AT topologies and these induced preorders 
lies in the fact that there is precisely one AT topology in each equivalence class, 
namely, the AT topology. In fact, the AT topology is the largest topology in each 
equivalence class. In particular, each equivalence class is nonempty; that is, each 
preorder is induced by some AT topology. In fact, the set of AT topologies under 
inclusion and the set of preorders under inclusion on a given set are canonically 
isomorphic. Some topological properties such as TO and I’, are invariant within an 
equivalence class and thus determined by the preorder (a space is TO if and only if 
the preorder is a partial order; a space is T, if and only if the preorder is the 
identity relation?. 
Another operation is essential in the study of spaces which are not Hausdorff: 
Definition 2.6. If X is a topological space and x EX, we can replace x by two 
points xi and xz and define the topology so that (X- {x)9 U {xi} with the 
subspace topology is homeomorphic to X in the natural way. The general con- 
struction is quite useful. If X and Y are disjoint topological spaces and x is an 
element of X then we can topologize (X- Ix]) u Y so that the subspace topology 
on each 
(X-Ix}) U{y} where YEY 
is homeomorphic in a natural way to X and so that Y has the subspace topology. 
More precisely, if 7 is the topology on X and v is the topology on Y, then the 
topology on the new space is 
(U: UcX- {x} and UET) 
U{(V-{x})UW:xEVErandWEa.-{g)}. 
\Ne say we have resolved X at x into Y. 
The next operation is an analogue to the Alexandroff compactification. It was 
first introduced by Papy in 1953. It has a dual operation which is surprisingly 
related to the embedding of a space into a Tychonoff cube in order to adjoin a 
small dense set. 
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Definition 2.7 (Papy [261). Let (X, 7) be a topological space. Let 0 be a point not in 
X. Adding a zero means taking the following space: 
Y= (XU {O}, 7-u {XU (O}}). 
Let (X, r> be a topological space. Let (X U (01, <) be defined by letting the 
elements of X be equal under < but letting x > 0 for each x E X. The new 
topology may be described as the smallest topology that induces the subspace 
topology on X and contains the AT topology on < . Simply put, adding a zero 
adds a point below the space. There is another way of doing this. Just take the 
Sierpinski space and resolve it at 1 into the space X. 
Definition 2.8. Let (X, 7) be a topological space. Let 1 be a point not in X. Adding 
a one means taking the following space: 
(XU {l}, {uu (1): C/ET}). 
Let (X, 7) be a topological space. Let (XU (11, <> be defined by letting the 
elements of X be equal under < but letting x < 1 for each x EX. The new 
topology may be described as the smallest which induces the subspace topology on 
X and contains the AT topology on < . Simply put, adding a one adds a point 
above the space. There is another way of doing this too. Just take the Sierpinski 
space and resolve it at 0 into the space X. 
Another property that seems to come up naturally in the study of topological 
spaces that are not Hausdorff is the following: 
Definition 2.9. A space of cardinality at least K is said to have a subcosmall 
topology if each proper closed set has cardinality less than K. 
This definition may be clumsy but it is reasonably natural and aids the 
exposition. Of course, “subcosmall” is not well defined unless a particular cardinal 
K has been mentioned. 
We shall use several results of Steiner and Schnare throughout the paper. 
The first result is useful both as a result and for its proof. The result was first 
announced explicitly by Schnare [30] but we include the proof on p. 392 in 
Steiner’s paper [36] rewritten slightly. When we use the proof we will usually 
simply do so without reference to the fact that it stems directly from Steiner’s 
paper. 
Proposition 2.10 (Steiner [36, p.3921). If X is a topological space and X is partitioned 
into two subspaces A and B then the number of (AT) complements of X is greater 
than or equal to the product of the numbers of (AT) complements of A and B. In 
fact, given (AT) complements 7 and u for A and B, there is a complement p for X 
such that prA=r and prB=a. 
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Proof. We consider four cases. 
Case 1: A and B are both open. In this case, choose a EA and b E B and take 
complementary topologies rA and 7s. Define a new topology T on X by declaring 
UE70(UnAE7A)A(UnBE7,)r\(aEUobEU). 
Case 2: A is open and B is not open. Add B as an open set to the topology 
defined in Case 1. 
Case 3: A is not open and B is open. Add A as an open set to the topology 
defined in Case 1. 
Case 4: Neither A nor B is open. In this case, simply take the free union of 
complementary topologies on A and B. 0 
The result of Steiner that any topology has a complement will also be used both 
as a result and for its proof. We will provide a proof based on a sequence of 
lemmas, many of them interesting in their own right. Some of these ideas are 
present in Gaifman’s paper of 1964 [El. Other ideas were discovered by Steiner in 
1965 [361. Some of the ideas were only implicit in those papers and not stated 
explicitly until van Rooij’s paper of 1966 [41]. The citations provided are thus only 
roughly accurate. 
Definition 2.11 (Steiner; Gaifman). If a topological space X can be written as lx,: 
(Y E K) so that each Ix,: (Y > r] is open but such that lx,: cr < y) is open only when 
y = K then we say X is AT-like. 
Lemma 2.12 (Steiner [36, p. 3921; implicitly due to Gaifman [15, p. 871). Z_ X is 
AT-like, then X has an AT complement with a smallest nonempty open set. 
Proof. Topologize X by letting each lx,: (Y < y] be open. 0 
Lemma 2.13 (Steiner 136, top of p. 3941). If X is the free union of subspaces with AT 
complement, each complement with a smallest nonempty open set, then X has an AT 
complement. 
Proof. Declare a nonempty open set in the complement to be any open set which is 
the union of a family of sets, one from each subspace, nonempty and open in the 
corresponding complement topology. q 
Lemma 2.14 (Berri [7, p. 1.591). IfX is the union of a family (X,: (Y E K) such that 
each X, has an AT complement but such that the union of no proper subfamily is 
open, then X must have an AT complement. 
Proof. Take the free union of the X, each with an AT complement topology. 0 
Lemma 2.15 (Steiner 136, p. 3911; implicitly due to Gaifman [15, bottom of p. 851). 
If X is any space which has a dense open subspace Y with an AT complement then X 
has an AT complement. 
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Proof. Define a complement for X by declaring each element of X - Y to be an 
isolated point and for each U c Y open in the complementary topology on Y 
declaring U u (X - Y 1 to be open. q 
Proposition 2.16 (van Rooij [41, p. 8061; implicitly due to Steiner [36, pp. 396-3971; 
in the spirit of Gaifman [15, pp. 84-871). Any topological space (finite or infinite) 
has an AT complementary topology. 
Proof. If X is any space then there is a family {X,: (Y E K} of subsets whose union 
is dense open such that the union of no proper subfamily is open, and such that 
each X, is the free union of AT-like subspaces. 0 
Finally, in the next two sections, many complements will be defined for various 
topological spaces. In some of these cases, we will proceed by taking a topology 7 
on a set K and partitioning K into two pieces A, and A,. We will choose 
complements a,, and (pi for each of T IA, and T rA,. We will then define a 
topology u such that arAo=aO and alA, =ul. 
The fact that (T V T = 1 will be demonstrated by noting that either A, is open in 
u or A, is open in T and by noting that either A, is open in u or A, is open in T. 
Since each of these subsets bear complementary subspace topologies, we know that 
T V u is the discrete topology. 
The fact that u A T = 0 will be demonstrated by noting that either A, is not 
open in u or A,, is not open in T and by noting that either A, is not open in u or 
A, is not open in T. Since each of these subsets bear complementary subspace 
topologies, we know that T A u is the indiscrete topology. 
In the coming pages, whenever a complement is defined in this way we will say 
that a canonical complement has been defined and we will omit the verification of 
the fact that it is a complement. Of course, we will define some noncanonical 
complements which will not fit in this mold and which will require a little more 
work to verify that they are indeed complements. 
3. The key lemma 
First we make a simple but useful observation. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf X is a TO space and if U is any nonempty open set which is neither 
discrete nor homeomorphic to the Sierpiriski space, then there are a, c E U such that 
l cc(a), 
l a does not have a neighborhood contained in (a, c) . 
Proof. If U is T, as a subspace but not discrete, then U must have infinite 
cardinal&y. Choose a to be any nonisolated point and choose c to be any other 
point. If U is not Tl as a subspace, then, since U is not discrete as a subspace, U 
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has cardinality at least 2 and, since U is not homeomorphic to the Sierpinski space, 
U has cardinality at least 3. Let I/ be any subspace of U which has cardinality 3 
and which is not Ti. A little experimentation shows that there are four possible 
topologies on I/ and, in each of these topologies, we can list V= {a, b, c} so that 
l a I, 
l cE(a), 
l be(c). 
In this case a and c are as required since any neighborhood of a contains b and 
b @ {a} by TO. 0 
Next we prove a prototype of the basic lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Zf X is a TO space and X does not have both 22r many complements and 
2” many AT complements and if U is any nonempty open set then one of the 
following is true: 
0 IX-Ul<K, 
l U is homeomorphic to the Sierpiriski space, 
l U is discrete and so consists of isolated points, 
and furthermore, if there is an open set U which is homeomorphic to the Sierpiriski 
space, then all other open sets aside from the isolated points in U satisfy the first 
condition. 
Proof. Let us suppose that none of these alternatives is true. Apply Lemma 3.1 to 
find a and c. We consider two cases. 
First, suppose that W= Id E X - U: d P (u}} has cardinality K. Let B = U 
- {a, c} and define 22K many complements for the subspace WU B u {a, cl. 
Define a partial order a on the set {a, b, c, d} by letting b a d a a and b a c a a. 
Resolve d into W with the discrete topology and b into B with a complementary 
topology and take a slightly smaller topology by letting a neighborhood of c be of 
the form {c, a) u F where F is an element of a proper filter on W. To see that the 
meet of the new and old topologies is indiscrete, note that any new open set 
contains a and any old open set which contains a must contain some of B. Any 
new and old open set which contains some of B must contain all of B and thus all 
of the subspace. To see that the join of the new and old topologies is discrete, note 
that B is open in the old topology and has complementary old and new subspace 
topologies, that a is isolated in the new topology, that {cl u B is open in the old 
topology and {c, a} u W is open in the new topology and their intersection is {cl 
and finally that if d E W then (d, a} is open in the new topology while d E {a) in 
the old topology. 
Now let us suppose that W = Id E X - U: d E (u}} has cardinality K. In this 
case, we define 22K many complements for the subspace WU {a, c). Define a 
partial order a on the set {a, c, e) by letting a a e and c a e (and a a c if a P ml. 
Resolve e into W with the discrete topology and take a slightly larger topology by 
letting a neighborhood of c be of the form {c} U F where F is an element of a 
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proper filter on W. To see that the meet of the new and old topologies is 
indiscrete, note that any new open set contains an element of W and any old open 
set which contains an element of W must contain a. If a E {c} then any old open 
set which contains a must contain c. If a P {c) then any new open set which 
contains a must contain c. Any new open set which contains a must contain W. 
Thus, in either case, any new and old nonempty open set must be all of W U {a, c}. 
To see that the join of the new and old topologies is discrete, note that each 
element of W is isolated in the new topology and that the intersection of the old 
open set U with the subspace W U (a, c) is just (a, c}. If the old topology on (a, c} 
is discrete then we are done. If the old topology on (a, c) is the Sierpinski space 
with a E (c}, then the new topology on (a, c} is discrete and we are done. q 
The key to improving Lemma 3.2 is the following: 
Lemma 3.3. If X is a TO topological space of cardinal& at least K with a subcosmall 
topology then X has a complement with a discrete subset of cardinality K. 
Proof. Make a partition X = lJ IX,: (Y E K} where each X, has cardinality at least 
K. Take a complementary topology for each subset X, and take the free union of 
these subspaces. To see that the meet is indiscrete we note that any new and old 
open set must be the union of a family of X, and that if this union is proper then 
there is an old open set whose complement has cardinality K which is not possible. 
If we choose p, E X, then we get a discrete subset of cardinality K. 0 
A useful corollary to Lemma 3.3 is the following: 
Lemma 3.4. If X is a TO space of cardinal&y at least K which does not have 22’ many 
complements (and 2” many AT complements) and which can be written as the 
disjoint union of sets A and B where A has cardinality at least K, the subspace 
topology on A is subcosmall and B is an open small set then B is clopen. 
Proof. Suppose A is not open. Define a canonical complement by taking a 
complement T for A which contains a discrete set D of size K and taking an 
arbitrary complement (T for B. Fix an arbitrary ultrafilter Z on D. Declare A to 
be open and declare the union of an element of u and an element of r to be open 
so long as the element of T contains some U E Z. 0 
In the arguments which follow, we shall simply say that some set must contain 
ultrafilter many elements of some other set without naming the ultrafilter itself. 
This arbitrary choice of ultrafilter provides us with a large number of comple- 
ments. 
Lemma 3.5 (the Key Lemma). Zf X is a T,, space of cardinal@ at least K and X does 
not have both 22K many complements and 2” many AT complements and if U is any 
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nonempty open set then one of the following is true: 
. IX-UI<K, 
l U is discrete and so consists of isolated points. 
Proof. We shall show that any r,, topological space X of cardinality at least K 
which does not have 22K many complements cannot contain an open set U which is 
homeomorphic to the Sierpinski space. Lemma 3.2 tells us that the subspace 
topology on X - U would be subcosmall. Lemma 3.4 tells us that U must be 
clopen. Let Y = X - U and U = {O, 1). Apply Lemma 3.3 to obtain a complement T 
for Y in which there is a discrete set D of cardinality K. We define a canonical 
complementary topology for Y $ (0, l} by declaring Y to be open, declaring a 
neighborhood of 1 to be the union of 1 with any set open in r which contains 
ultrafilter many elements (or a particular subset) of D, and then adding 0 as an 
isolated one. •I 
4. The lower interval 
Next, with the benefit of hindsight, we will pursue the classification of spaces 
according to the number of complementary topologies which they can bear. We 
shall show that the number of complements for a topology on a set of cardinality K 
which is neither discrete nor indiscrete always lies between K and 22x. Further- 
more, the numbers K, 2” and 22K are attained by certain topologies. The remaining 
values fall into two intervals, the lower interval (K, 2K) and the upper interval 
(2”, 2’“). This section will be devoted to a study of the lower interval. For example, 
we will completely answer the question of which topologies on K have fewer than 
2” many complements. 
First we need an old lemma of Schnare 1291 (the proof is based on Schnare’s 
1969 paper 1301): 
Lemma 4.1. Any proper topology on a set of size at least 3 has at least two 
complements . 
Proof. We use Proposition 2.16 to obtain one complement and then argue that this 
complement can be altered slightly. We use Proposition 2.10 throughout this 
simple argument. We consider three cases: 
l If there is a nonisolated point p which is not a zero (see Definition 2.7), then 
there must be a point q such that some neighborhood around p misses q and yet 
{p, q) is not open. The complement given by Proposition 2.10, using {p, q} as an 
element of the partition, puts {p, q) as an open set and yet puts p as not open in 
{p, q). Thus, in this complement, the minimal open neighborhood of p is {p, q). 
The complement given by Proposition 2.10, using (p) as an element of the 
partition, puts p as an open set and so, in that complement, p is an isolated point. 
These two complements are different. 
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l If there is a nonclosed point p which is not a one, then there must be a point 
9 not in the closure of p and yet so that (p, q} is not closed. The complement 
given by Proposition 2.10, using (p, q) as an element of the partition, puts (p, qj 
as a closed set and yet puts p as not closed in (p, q}. Thus, in this complement, 
the minimal closed set which contains p is (p, q}. The complement given by 
Proposition 2.10, using (p} as an element of the partition, puts p as closed set and 
so, in that complement, p is a closed point. These two complements are different. 
l If neither of these things happen, then every point is either isolated or a zero 
and every point is either closed or a one. If there were points which are both a one 
and a zero then the topology would be indiscrete. 
If all points were isolated then the topology would be discrete. Thus we can 
assume that there is a zero. This implies that there are no other closed points. If 
the space has at least two points, this means that there is a one. This implies that 
there are no other isolated points and so the space has exactly two points. q 
With the aid of Schnare’s lemma, the T, case becomes quite straightforward. 
Lemma 4.2. If X is a TO space of cardinality K 2 w which does not haue 2” many AT 
complements then it is discrete. 
Proof. Let A be the set of points which are not isolated in X. There are two cases: 
0 [A~=K. 
Let A= U{A a: (Y E K} be a partition of A into sets of cardinality K. By Lemma 
3.5, each of these TO subspaces A, is not discrete and the union of no proper 
subfamily of (A a: (Y E K} is open. By Berri’s Lemma 3, an AT complement for A 
can be constructed by simply taking the free union of complementary subspace AT 
topologies (of which there are at least two for each subspace, by Lemma 4.1) and 
so this can be done in at least 2” many ways. 
0 [A~<K. 
If X is not discrete, then there must be a nonisolated point p. By Lemma 3.5, 
each neighborhood of p must contain all but fewer than K many elements of X. 
Let X -A = A, u A, be a partition of X -A into sets of cardinality K. We define 
a complementary topology on (X -A) U (p) by letting p be an isolated point and 
letting (p] u A, be the only proper nonempty open set. The meet is indiscrete 
since any new open set contains p, any old open set which contains p contains 
some element of A, and any new open set which contains an element of A, is the 
whole space. Since the partition is arbitrary, there are at least 2” many comple- 
mentary AT topologies on (X-A) U {p) and thus on X. 0 
The next lemma shows that spaces with fewer than 2” many complements fail to 
be TO in a strong way. 
Lemma 4.3. Zf X is a space of cardinality K 2 w which does not have 2” many AT 
complements, then either X is the free union of indiscrete spaces or X contains an 
indiscrete set of size K. 
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Proof. Choose a maximal TO subspace A cX. There are two cases: 
0 jAI=K. 
In this case, since A does not have 2” many complements we know that A is 
discrete which means that the topology on X is the free union of indiscrete spaces. 
In this case, define a complement by taking an arbitrary complement on A, 
taking any topology on X -A whose join with the original topology on X -A is 
discrete and taking their free union. The join of these topologies is discrete. Any 
old open set must intersect A, any new and old open set which intersects A must 
contain A and any old open set which contains A must be the whole of X. Let 
IA a: (Y E K} be a partition of X-A into sets of cardinality K. Each A, is not 
indiscrete (or else we are done) so we can define a topology on X-A whose join 
with the original topology is discrete by choosing either a complementary topology 
or the discrete topology on each A, and then taking the free union. This produces 
at least 2” many complements. 0 
The next lemma begins to approach the structure of spaces with fewer than 2” 
many complements. 
Lemma 4.4. If X is a space of cardinality K 2 w which contains an indiscrete set of 
size K but which does not have 2” many AT complements, then either X is the free 
union of indiscrete spaces or X is the disjoint union of an indiscrete set of cardinality 
K and an open discrete set. 
Proof. Let B CX be a maximal indiscrete set of cardinality K. There are three 
cases. 
l B is not closed. 
Let p E X - B such that p E B. We can assume B is open in (p} U B. Let A be 
an arbitrary nonempty proper subset of B. We can define a canonical complement 
for {p} u B by letting p be an isolated point, letting a minimal neighborhood of 
each b E A be {b, p} and letting each b E B -A be isolated. 
l B is closed but not open. 
Take a complement for X - B and let A CX - B be nonempty open and 
proper in that complement (since if X - B is discrete we are done). Let C c B be 
arbitrary nonempty and proper. Define a canonical complement by declaring B to 
consist of isolated points, declaring U u C to be open whenever U CA is open in 
the complement and declaring U u B to be open for each U CX - B which is open 
in the complement. Since C is arbitrary, this can be done in 2” many ways. 
l B is clopen. 
Take a complement for X - B and let A CX - B be nonempty open and 
proper in that complement (since if X - B is discrete we are done). Let C c B be 
arbitrary but nonempty and proper. Define a canonical complement by declaring a 
minimal open set of b E B - C to be of the form {b) UA, declaring C to consist of 
isolated points, declaring U to be open whenever U CA and U is open in the 
complementary topology on X- B and declaring U U C to be open whenever U is 
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open in the complementary topology on X - B. This can be done in 2” many ways. 
cl 
The possibility that the space is a free union of “nontrivial” indiscrete spaces is 
dispensed with in the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. If X is a topological space on a set of cardinality K which is the free 
union of indiscrete spaces but is neither discrete nor indiscrete and which does not 
have 2” many AT complements, then X is the free union of an indiscrete space of 
cardinality K and a discrete space. 
Proof. We examine several cases: 
l There is an indiscrete subset of size K. 
Call this set A. Suppose it is maximal. Suppose X-A is not discrete. Let 
{b,, b,} CX -A be an indiscrete set. We find a canonical complement for A U 
{b,, b,} by choosing C CA and declaring each element of C to be isolated, 
declaring (b,} u C to be open, declaring {d, b,} to be open for each d EA - C and 
declaring b, to be an isolated point. Since the choice of C is arbitrary, there are 2” 
ways to do this. 
l There is a discrete subset of size K. 
Call this set A. If X is not discrete, then find a two-point indiscrete set (a,, a,} 
which misses A (without loss of generality) and define a complement by choosing 
C CA, declaring {a,} u C to be open and declaring {a,} U (A - C) to be open. 
Since the choice of C is arbitrary, there are 2” ways to do this. 
l K is singular and X is the free union of fewer than K many indiscrete sets, 
each of cardinality less than K. 
Suppose X = (X,: (Y E A) is the assumed partition into indiscrete sets. Partition 
A into sets A,, and A, so that, letting Xi = lJ{X,: (Y eAi} for each i E 2, we have 
IX’l=\X’I=K. c hoose an element x, E X, for each (Y E A. Let Y = (x,: (Y E A}. 
Take the indiscrete topology on Y, take any topology on X - Y which makes 
Xi - Y into a discrete set for each i E 2 and take the free union of these two 
spaces. Y is open in the new topology, while the old topology restricted to Y is 
discrete. X - Y is open in the new topology. Also Xi - Y is open as a subspace of 
X - Y in the old topology and so since X’ has a discrete subspace topology in the 
new topology, the join of the two topologies is discrete. Any old open set contains 
some element of Y and any new open set which intersects Y contains Y. Any old 
open set which contains Y contains X. A topology on X - Y which makes X’ - Y 
into a discrete set for each i E 2 is induced by any partial order which leaves the 
elements of each Xi - Y mutually incomparable and only declares some elements 
of X’ - Y to be greater than some elements of X0 - Y. There are 2” many such 
partial orders and so 2” many such AT topologies. 0 
The structure of topologies on K with fewer than 2” many complements 
becomes completely clear in the next three lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.6. If X is a topological space of cardinality K > w which does not have 2” 
many AT complements and which is the union of an indiscrete set of cardinality K 
and a set of isolated points, then each isolated point is closed. 
Proof. Let Y be the indiscrete set. Otherwise suppose p is an isolated point which 
is not closed. We define a complement for Y U {p} by choosing Z c Y which is 
nonempty and declaring each element of Y to be isolated and declaring Z U (p} to 
be the smallest open set which contains p. This can be done in 2” many ways. 0 
Lemma 4.7. If X is a topological space of cardinal+ K > w which does not have 2” 
many AT complements and which is the union of an indiscrete set I of cardinality K 
and an infinite set D of isolated points, then I is open. 
Proof. Suppose I is not open. We choose i E I, j E D and a nonempty J cl - (i). 
We define a complement by declaring (i, j) to be open, declaring each element of 
I - (i} to be isolated and declaring J U (D - (j}) to be open. The join is discrete 
since the only point which is isolated in neither topology is i and it has an old 
neighborhood which misses j since j is closed in the old topology by Lemma 4.6. 
Any new open set intersects I, any old open set which intersects I contains I, any 
new open set which intersects D - (j) contains D - (j). Thus since I U (j} is not 
open in the old topology (since I is not open and j is closed) and D - (j} is not 
open in the new topology, the meet is indiscrete. q 
Now we examine the simple spaces to which we have been led. 
Lemma 4.8. If X is a topological space of cardinal&y K > w which is the free union of 
an indiscrete space I of cardinality K and a discrete space D such that 1 D I= A > 0, 
then the number of complements for X is precisely K’, all of them AT. 
Proof. Suppose T is a complementary topology for X. For each i E I, let U(i) be a 
r-neighborhood of i whose intersection with some old neighborhood of i is the 
singleton (i}. We note that, for i #j, U(i) n UC j) = @ (else, some subset of D is 
open in both topologies). Next, we note that U (U(i): i E I} =X. This is true since 
otherwise its complement is closed in the new topology and, of course, in the old 
topology which contradicts complementarity. Now, U(i) is the smallest neighbor- 
hood of i, for otherwise we can choose d in the difference of U(i) and a smaller 
neighborhood. The r-closure of that d is contained in D and so is closed in both 
topologies. Any neighborhood of d E U(i) must contain i or else we have a 
nonempty r-open set contained in D which then is also open in the old topology. 
That means that the smallest neighborhood of d is also U(i). The topology is thus 
dictated by the choice of the U(i). Let B(i) = U(i) - (i} for each i E I. We have 
shown that (Hi): i E I} is a partition of D which is uniquely determined by each 
complementary topology. Conversely, any partition (B(i): i E I} of D indexed by I 
determines a unique complementary topology by setting U(i) = B(i) U (i) and 
declaring each U(i) to be open. We shall show that this topology is complementary 
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to the original topology. The join is discrete since the new topology restricted to Z 
is discrete, and Z and each point of D are open in the old topology. The meet is 
indiscrete since any new open set intersects I, any old open set which intersects Z 
contains Z and any new open set which contains Z must be X. Thus the number of 
complements is precisely the number of partitions of D indexed by I. This is 
identical to the number of functions from D to Z which is exactly K~. The proof is 
complete. 0 
This completely answers the question of the number of AT complements that a 
topology on a set of cardinality K may have. 
Theorem 4.9. Zf X is a topological space of cardinality K > w which does not have 2” 
many AT complements, then either X is discrete or X is indiscrete or X is the free 
union of an indiscrete space of cardinal@ K and a discrete space of cardinal@ h > 0 
in which case the number of complements is K~, all of them AT. 
Proof. Lemma 4.3 says that either X is the free union of indiscrete spaces or X 
contains an indiscrete set of Size K. If X contains an indiscrete set of size K, 
Lemma 4.4 says that either X is the free union of indiscrete spaces or X is the 
union of an indiscrete set of size K and an open discrete set. If X is the free union 
of indiscrete spaces, then Lemma 4.5 says that X is the disjoint union of an 
indiscrete set of size K and an open discrete set. 
Thus in all cases X is the disjoint union of an indiscrete set of size K and an 
open discrete set D. If D is finite, then Lemma 4.6 implies that D is closed. Thus, 
in any case, Lemma 4.7 implies that we can assume that X is the free union of an 
indiscrete set of size K and a discrete set of size h > 0. Lemma 4.8 yields the result. 
0 
The maximum number of AT topologies on a set of cardinality K is 2”. This 
means that the number of AT complements is an element of the set {K*: A G K) 
and all of these cardinals are obtained as the number of complements of some 
topology on a set of cardinality K. 
The special case, where K = K, is particularly simple. 
Theorem 4.10. Zf X is a countably infinite topological space which is neither discrete 
nor indiscrete and which does not have 2’0 many AT complements, then X = Z(w) ~3 
D(n) for some 0 < n < o and X has exactly No-many complements (ail of them AT). 
Proof. Lemma 2.12 applies. Cl 
5. The upper interval 
In this section, we say what we can about topologies on K with fewer than the 
maximum number (22”> of complements. We can give a complete answer only in 
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case K=N, for some n E w. However, lemmas will be stated and proved in 
generality. 
First we identify those T, spaces which do not have the maximum number of 
complements. 
Lemma 5.1. If X is a T, space of cardinality at least K which is not discrete and 
which does not have 22x many complements, then X = A @ B where A has a 
subcosmall topology and B is small and discrete. 
Proof. We know by Lemma 3.5 that all nonempty open sets are either cosmall or 
discrete. Let B be the set of isolated points of X. Suppose B has cardinality K. By 
Lemma 3.5 any open set which does not consist of isolated points must be cosmall. 
Partition the isolated points into two subsets C and D of cardinality K. Define a 
new topology by letting each old nonisolated point be isolated and letting (X - B) 
U F be open whenever F is an element of an ultrafilter on C. Meet follows 
because each new open set which hits C contains X-B, each old open set which 
hits X-B hits C and D and each new open set which hits D is the whole space. 
Thus we can assume that B is small. By Lemma 3.2, A =X-B has a 
subcosmall subspace topology. Lemma 3.4 says that B is clopen. 0 
The next few lemmas begin the study of spaces which are not T,. 
Lemma 5.2. If X is a topological space on a set of cardinal&v at least K which does 
not have 22K many complements and S- : X + Y is the quotient mapping which 
identifies any two points which are not To separated then Y is either small or discrete 
or Y = A @ B where A has cardinality at least K and has a subcosmall topology and B 
is small discrete. 
Proof. If Y is not small, then we find a not small subspace of X on which the 
mapping is one-to-one and onto. This subspace is homeomorphic to Y. By Lemma 
5.1, we are done. 0 
Lemma 5.3. If X is a topological space of cardinality at least K which does not have 
22” many complements and r : X + Y is the quotient mapping which identifies any 
two points which are not To separated and Y = A @ B where A has cardinal@ at least 
K and has a subcosmall topology and B is small discrete, then (Vy E B)[I rTT-‘( y ) ) = 11. 
Proof. If y, E B and 16 ‘( yO) 1 a 2, the n we can find a subspace Z CX which can 
be written as A ~3 (0, 11 where IO, 1) is the indiscrete space of cardinality 2. Using 
Lemma 3.3, take a complement for A which has a discrete set C of cardinality K. 
Fix a point a EA and assume without loss of generality that there is an open set in 
the complementary topology on A which contains C but which misses a. Define a 
canonical complementary topology on Z by letting A have that complementary 
topology and extending those complementary open sets which contain a to the 
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whole space by adding 0. Let 0 be an isolated point and let a neighborhood of 1 be 
itself and a subset of A which contains ultrafilter many elements of C. q 
Lemma 5.4. Zf Y is a subcosmall TO space of cardinal& at least K and if y E Y is not 
a one, then the space obtained by resolving y into a K-sized indiscrete space has 22K 
many complements. 
Proof. There is a nonempty open set U in Y which does not contain y but any 
neighborhood of y intersects U. Take the subspace U U {y) and resolve the point 
y into a K-sized indiscrete space I. Define a canonical complementary topology on 
U U I. Take any complementary topology on U and declare Z to consist of isolated 
points. Declare a set A to be open if A f’ U is open and if A n U f fl implies that 
A contains ultrafilter many elements of 1. 0 
Lemma 5.5. Zf K is regular, Y is the TO collapse of a topological space X of 
cardinal& at least K and Y is small but X does not have 22K many complements then 
Y = A @ B where B is discrete and A is a topological space with a one. Furthermore, 
X is obtained by resolving the one in A into an indiscrete space of cardinal& at least 
K while the remaining elements in A are resolved into small indiscrete spaces and the 
elements in B are not resolved at all. 
Proof. Since X has size at least K, some x E Y has a preimage P of size at least K 
under the T,, collapse map. 
Let us suppose that p is not an open set in X. We choose arbitrary comple- 
ments r and (T for the subspace topologies on p and X-p respectively. We 
define a canonical complement for X. The topology r has a discrete subset D of 
cardinality K. We declare p to be open and also declare to be open the union of 
any element of u and any element of T such that the latter intersects D in 
ultrafilter many elements. 
Thus we may assume that p is open in X. We can observe that the free union 
of an indiscrete set P of size K and any topological space Y which is not discrete 
has at least 22K many complements. Take a complement T for Y which contains a 
proper nonempty open set A. Choose p E P. Choose a free ultrafilter % on 
P - {p}. Define a canonical complementary topology on P U Y by letting P - (p} 
be a set of isolated points, letting any element of r which is a subset of A be open, 
letting {p} u A be open and letting B U R be open whenever B E 7 and R E %. 
This means that we may assume that Y is the free union of a space Z with a 
one x and a discrete space D. Furthermore the preimage of any element of Z 
other than x is small. This is true since the space which is obtained from the 
Sierpinski space by resolving both points into indiscrete spaces of cardinality K has 
2=” many complements. To see this, simply isolate each element of the resolved 0 
and define a neighborhood of each element e of the resolved 1 to be e together 
with ultrafilter many elements of the resolved 0. These are all complements. 
Furthermore the preimage of any element of D is a singleton, since the free 
union F of an indiscrete space of cardinality K and the two-point indiscrete space 
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has 22K many complements. To see this simply choose a two-element T c F which 
intersects each summand. Declare T to be clopen and indiscrete. Choose any 
topology on F - T in which the elements from F are isolated. There are the 
required number of these topologies. The proof is complete. 0 
Lemma 5.6. If K is regular and Y is the T,, collapse of a topological space X of 
cardinality at least K and Y is discrete but X does not hate 22” many complements 
then X = D(u) CB I(h) where t..~ and A are cardinals. 
Proof. The result Y of resolving the points 0, 1 in the discrete space K into 
indiscrete spaces {a, b} and (c, d) has 22K many complements. Define a new 
topology by letting {a, cl be clopen and taking any topology on Y - (a, c) in which 
d is a zero and b is a one. There are 22K many such topologies since Y - (a, b, c, d} 
can have any subspace topology whatsoever. This means that at most one point has 
a preimage of size more than one under the TO collapse, if the discrete collapse 
has cardinality K. If the discrete collapse has cardinality less than K then at least 
one preimage has cardinality at least K. If another preimage had cardinality more 
than one, we would have the free union of the indiscrete space of cardinality K and 
the indiscrete space of cardinality two embedded as a subspace and that free union 
has 22K many complements as proved at the end of the proof of Lemma 5.5. q 
Theorem 5.7. If K is a regular cardinal and X is a topological space of cardinal@ at 
least K which does not hate 22K many complements, then X is one of the following 
spaces : 
l The result of taking a space Y of the form Y = A @ B where A has size at least K 
and a T, subcosmall topology and B is small discrete and resolcing the unique one in 
A (if it exists> into an indiscrete space of cardinality at most K and resolcing every 
other point in A only into a small indiscrete space (possibly a singleton). 
l The result of taking a space Y of the form Y = A @ B where B is small and 
discrete and A is a small space with a one and resolning the one in A into an indiscrete 
space of cardinality K while the remaining elements in A are resolced into small 
indiscrete spaces ( possibly singletons). 
l D(p) @ I(h) where u, A G K. 
Proof. Let Y be the T, collapse of X. By Lemma 5.2, either Y =A @B where A 
has a subcofinite topology and B is finite and discrete or Y is finite or Y is 
discrete and infinite. We itemize these cases in that order. In the first case, 
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 apply. In the second case, Lemma 5.5 applies and in the third 
case, Lemma 5.6 applies. q 
Lemma 5.8. If X is a subcosmall space of cardinal@ at least K and D is a discrete 
small space then, in any complementary topology on X @ D, each point has a small 
neighborhood. 
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Proof. In any complementary topology on X @ Dech point d in D must have a 
closure which intersects X (otherwise (X U D) - {d} is open in the old topology as 
well). Any old neighborhood of an element in X is cosmall and therefore each 
element of X has a neighborhood which is small. If d E D and x E X are such that 
x E {d}, then x has a new neighborhood which is small and which must include d 
and so d has a small new neighborhood as well. 0 
We can now give a complete description of those topologies which have fewer 
than the maximum number of complements. 
Theorem 5.9. If K is a regular cardinal and X is a topological space of cardinality at 
least K which does not have 22” many complements, then, in every complement, 
either each point has a small neighborhood or X = D(u) @ I( A) in which case the 
number of complements is exactly AP. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 5.7 to examine these spaces case by case. 
If X is the free union of a discrete space and a space of cardinality at least K 
with a subcosmall topology, then we know that each point has a small neighbor- 
hood in the complement. The one remaining case is where A and p are cardinals 
and X = D(u) @ Z(A). We work in the complement. Each element of i E Z(A) has a 
neighborhood U(i) such that U(i) f~ Z(h) = (i). For each i #j E Z(h), U(i) n W j> = 
@ (or else a subset of D(u) would be open in both topologies). Furthermore U(i) is 
the smallest neighborhood of i for if I/ were smaller then U(U( j): j f i] U I/ 
would be open in both topologies. No element d E U(i) n D(u) has a neighbor- 
hood smaller than U(i) because otherwise if that neighborhood contained i then i 
would have a smaller neighborhood which is not possible and if that neighborhood 
did not contain i, then it would be open in both topologies which is also not 
possible. On the other hand there might be an element d of D(u) which is not an 
element of any U(i). In this case {d} n Z(A) = @. However then we have X - {d} 
being open in both topologies which is impossible. We have shown that in any 
complementary topology, any point has a smallest neighborhood. More can be 
said: the number of complements is just the number of functions from D(u) to 
Z(A) and that is AP. 0 
The next lemma provides some information about exact values which can be 
attained as the number of complements of a topology on a fixed set. 
Definition 5.10. Let A < K. The space CO( < A, K) is the set K with the topology in 
which the proper closed sets are precisely the sets of cardinality less than A. 
Lemma 5.11. The number of complements of CO(< A, K) is precisely 2” + 
SUP{~~“: CY E A}. 
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Proof. Any complement must have the property that each point has a neighbor- 
hood of cardinality less than A (since the join must be discrete). The number of 
topologies with this property is bounded above by 2” + s~p(2~~: LY E A) since any 
such topology can be described first by a function which assigns to each point a 
neighborhood of cardinality less than A and there are at most 2” such functions 
and second by the trace of the neighborhood base of a point onto its fixed 
neighborhood of cardinality less than A and there are 22a such traces for some 
(Y <A. 
It remains to show that the number of complements is at least 2” + s~p(2~“: a E 
A). It suffices to show that, for each (Y < A, the number of complements is at least 
2” + 220. Put a partial order on K which expresses K as the free union of sets of 
order type A*. Let K have the AT topology. In this topology, any point has a 
closure of cardinality A and so there are no proper closed sets in the meet of the 
two topologies. On the other hand, each point has a neighborhood of cardinality 
less than A and so the join is discrete. Let one of these sets of order type A* be 
identified in the canonical way with A. Enlarge the topology so that (Y (as a subset 
of A) becomes a set of isolated points while neighborhoods of {a) are simply 
elements of an ultrafilter on cr. The closure of each point continues to have 
cardinality A and so the meet remains indiscrete. This can be accomplished in 22” 
ways. The partition into sets of cardinality A can be accomplished in at least 2” 
ways (either put a pair in the same set or different sets; K many pairs yield 2” 
many choices). 
We now have enough information to answer the question: “How many comple- 
ments does a topology on a fixed set of cardinality K, have?” The answer is: “One 
of 2n + 4 possible values”. 0 
Theorem 5.12. The number of distinct complements of any topology on a set of 
cardinality K, is either 1 or XI: where 0 <K < K, or 2Hnf2W’ where 0 <i =g n. In 
particular, on a countable set, exactly four values are possible: 1 or K, or 2’0 or 22w. 
Proof. If X = D(p) @ Z(A) for some cardinals p and A such that p + A = K,, then 
the number of complements is exactly A&. This cardinal is either 2’n or KE for 
some O<pGkZEt,. In the remaining case let p be the least cardinal with the 
property that each element of X has a neighborhood in any complement of size at 
most F. We know that 0 <CL G H,. We can use Theorem 5.9, if Jo is infinite and 
thus regular, to deduce that there are at least 22” many complements. Theorem 
4.9 says that there are also at least 2’ n many complements. By the definition of p, 
any complementary topology is determined by a choice for each point of a 
neighborhood of cardinality at most p and then a choice of a filter on that set. The 
number of such choices is at most 2Nn+2’1 where 0 < p G K,. If p is finite, then the 
upper bound is 2’” and thus equals the lower bound. 0 
The next corollary shows that it is consistent that a topological space which does 
not have the maximum number of complements may still have non-AT comple- 
ments. 
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Corollary 5.13. The number of complements of CO( < w,, w ,) is 22w and it is 
consistent that it does not equal w1 or 2”’ or 22w’. 
The general case is not so well behaved. Of course, if the generalized contin- 
uum hypothesis is true, then the number of complements of a topology on a set of 
cardinality K is either 1 or K or 2” or 22K. However, if we arrange the cardinal 
arithmetic in an appropriate manner, it is possible that there is a cardinal K such 
that the numbers of complements of topologies on a set of cardinality K may 
contain infinitely many cardinals between K and 2” and infinitely many cardinals 
between 2” and 22x. 
Theorem 5.14. It is consistent with the axioms of set theory that there is a cardinal K 
and a set of cardinals CARD such that 
(VA E CARD)( 3 topology rA on K) [ the number of complements of 7 is A] 
and such that there are infinitely many elements of CARD which lie between K and 
2” and infinitely many elements of CARD which lie between 2” and 22”. 
Proof. We let K = N,, use the spaces X,, = CO( < N,, K,) for n E w and use the 
spaces Y, which are the free unions of an indiscrete space of cardinality K,,, and a 
discrete space of cardinality I?,,. We assume the cardinal arithmetic: 
24J = K,,,; 2% ZZ KU” = K w wtn (n>O); 
2%’ = N 
lO+w+1 
2%+r7 = K 
w+w+n (n > 0). 
The number of complements of X,,, , where n > 0 can be calculated to be 
N w+w+n, The number of complements of Y, where n > 0 can be calculated to be 
K w+n, Thus we can let CARD = {NW+,+,,: 0 <n E w) U {Kw+n: 0 <n E w} and the 
theorem is proved. 0 
6. Open problems 
Of course, Berri’s original 1966 question remains open. 
Problem 6.1 (Berri, rephrased in light of new results). Let K be a fixed cardinal. Is 
the set of possible numbers of complements of topologies on K precisely: 
{ 1) u {sup{2”‘2”: &<A}: A<K}U{K’: A<K}? 
A special case of this question is: 
Problem 6.2. Can the number of complements of a topology on K, be greater than 
2’~ and SUP{~~~“: n < w) and yet not equal to 22”“? 
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Problem 6.3. How many T,, complements can a topology on a set of cardinal@ K 
have? Probably this problem is quite similar to the general question but this is not 
clear to me. Which spaces have a T,, complement? The spaces in Lemma 4.8 do 
not have a T, complement. 
Problem 6.4. How many nonhomeomorphic complementary topologies must a 
topology on a set of cardinality K have ? Probably this problem is quite similar to 
the general question on the upper interval. On the lower interval I am not sure 
what happens. 
Other interesting questions on the number of complements deal with the 
concept of a T, complement. This is the appropriate notion for T, spaces where 
the 0 in the lattice is just the cofinite topology: 
Problem 6.5. How many T, complements can a T, topology on a set of cardinality 
K have? 
In [42], two homeomorphic completely regular Hausdorff spaces are constructed 
which are T, complementary. A few months after we lectured on this result in Srni 
in January 1989, Aniszczyk constructed two T, complementary homeomorphic 
compact Hausdorff spaces. 
Problem 6.6. Does every Hausdorff topology have a T, complement? What about 
every completely regular topology? 
Information on this topic can be found in [1,4,38,391. 
Anderson [2] showed in 1971 by a beautiful construction that there are at least 
K mutually T, complementary topologies on a set of cardinality K. Birkhoff [9] 
called the maximum number of mutually Tl complementary topologies on a set of 
cardinality K the complementary width of the lattice of T, topological spaces on a 
set. Steprans and the author [401 showed that it is consistent with the axioms of set 
theory that there are K 1 mutually T, complementary topologies on the integers. 
Problem 6.7. How many mutually T, complementary topologies are there on a set 
of cardinality K? Can we find more than continuum many mutually T, complemen- 
tary topologies on the reals without the use of extra axioms of set theory? 
Problem 6.8. Can a proper topology on an infinite set have a maximal comple- 
ment? 
Further information on the number of complements of a topology on a finite set 
may be found in a forthcoming paper by Brown and the author [lo]. We finish with 
what we hope is a complete bibliography on the theory of complementation 
(excluding [9,16-18,24,26]): 
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